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Additional comments: 

The Central Office of Information (COI) is the Government's centre of excellence for 

marketing and communications. COI works with government departments and the public 



sector to produce information campaigns on issues that affect the lives of every citizen - from 

health and education to benefits, rights and welfare. As such we have a responsibility to offer 

clear and consistent advice to government departments on the effectiveness, efficiency and 

propriety of their communications. We therefore have a vested interest in clear rules for 

broadcast activity so that government may exploit a broad range of communications channels 

in its conversations with citizens.  

 

COI supports the Ofcom proposals to revise the Broadcasting Code but seeks further 

clarification on how we (on behalf of government's health, safety and welfare agenda) might 

operate product placement when it is defined as "for a commercial purpose". There may be 

broadcast opportunities for health, safety and welfare messages to be placed on behalf of 

government but these will never be for commercial purposes. Does this mean that product 

placement is not open to government or is the intention of the code for this type of activity to 

be covered by Public Information Programming? If these distinctions are to be addressed by 

the additional guidance that Ofcom will be issuing broadcasters, then COI would welcome 

the opportunity for input into that guidance. Please refer to our previous response of 2009 

regarding PIP and COI.  

 

We recognise the reasons for prohibiting product placement in, among others, children's 

programming, specialist factual and consumer advice. However, given that government's 

agenda is health, safety and welfare without seeking commercial advantage; we are unclear as 

to whether PIP is defined as a new separate genre or whether it cuts across categories such as 

these. For example, government may want to inform young people about protection on the 

internet or road safety. To exclude those audiences to broadcast messaging would seem out of 

sync with the Code's intention to protect.  

 

COI would welcome some clarification on the status and definition of public information 

programming as well as recognition and exemption of product placement in prohibited genres 

for messaging that is indisputably in the public interest in areas of health safety and welfare.  

 

 

 

Question 1.1: Do you agree that it is appropriate to apply product placement 

rules to paid-for references in programmes that are not included for a 

commercial purpose? If not, please explain why. 

Question 1.2: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposal that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 1.3: Please identify any areas of this proposal which, if it is accepted, 

you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 2.1: Are there any impacts we have not identified above that you 

think would result from our proposal to clarify that single dramas are a form 

of film made for television? (See proposed Rule 9.8). If so, please provide 

evidence wherever possible. 



Question 2.2: Please identify any areas of this clarification which you consider 

Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 3.1: Please identify any potential impacts of the rule prohibiting 

product placement in news, and provide evidence, wherever possible. (See 

proposed Rule 9.9(a)). 

Question 3.2: Please identify any areas of this rule which you consider Ofcom 

should issue guidance on.  

Question 4.1: Do you agree that clarification that thematic placement is 

prohibited is appropriate? (See proposed Rule 9.10). If not, please explain 

why. 

Question 4.2: Do you agree with Ofcom’s proposed description of thematic 

placement? (See proposed Rule 9.10). If not, please explain why, and suggest 

drafting changes, if appropriate. 

Question 4.3: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposal that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 4.4: Please identify any areas of this proposal which, if it is accepted, 

you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 5.1: Do you consider that it is appropriate to prohibit product 

placement in specialist factual programmes produced under UK jurisdiction? 

If not, please explain why. 

Question 5.2: Do you agree with the meaning for “specialist factual 

programmes” (See proposed Rule 9.14). If not, please explain why, and 

suggest drafting changes, if appropriate.  

Question 5.3: Please identify any potential impacts of either permitting or 

prohibiting product placement in specialist factual programmes that you 

consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 5.4: Please identify any areas of this proposal which, if it is accepted, 

you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 6.1: Do you agree that it is appropriate to prohibit the placement of 

those products and services that are not allowed to be advertised on 

television? (See proposed Rule 9.15). If not, please explain why. 



Question 6.2: Do you consider that the wording of proposed Rule 9.15(f) is 

appropriate? If not, please explain why, and suggest drafting changes, where 

appropriate. 

Question 6.3: Do you agree that it is unnecessary to apply advertising 

scheduling restrictions to product placement? If not, please explain why. 

Question 6.4: Please identify any potential impacts of the proposals that you 

consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 6.5: Please identify any areas of this proposal which, if it is accepted, 

you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 7.1: Do you consider it is appropriate to require broadcasters to 

identify product placement by means of a universal neutral logo and universal 

audio signal? (See proposed Rule 9.16). If not, please explain why, suggesting 

alternative approaches where appropriate. 

Question 7.2: Please provide comments on the proposed criteria for 

determining how any universal neutral logo looks, and any additional or 

alternative criteria which you consider should define the visual signal, 

including views on the nature, size and duration of the signal. 

Question7.3: Please provide comments on the proposed criteria for 

determining how any universal audio signal sounds, and any additional or 

alternative criteria which you consider should define the audio signal, 

including views on the nature and duration of the signal. 

Question 7.4: Please provide comments on whether you consider that such 

criteria should be specified in the Code or in Ofcom’s guidance. If you 

consider that the criteria should not be specified in either, please explain why. 

Question 7.5: Do you consider it is appropriate to require broadcasters to 

provide the audience with a list of products/services that appear in a 

programme as a result of product placement arrangements, either in the end 

credits or on the broadcaster’s website? (See Rule 9.17(a) and (b)). If not, 

please explain why. 

Question 7.6: Do you consider that the wording of proposed Rule 9.17(a) and 

(b) is appropriate? If not, please explain why, and suggest drafting changes, if 

appropriate. 



Question 7.7: Do you agree that broadcasters should include additional 

description text alongside the visual and audio signal for the first month that 

they are transmitted? If not, please explain why. 

Question 7.8: Do you agree that broadcasters should transmit an audience 

awareness message if they show programmes that must be signalled during 

the first six months of the rules being in force? If not, please explain why. 

Question 7.9: Please provide your comments on the proposals we have set out 

on the key messages, timing and duration of the audience awareness 

campaign. 

Question 7.10: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposals that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 7.11: Please identify any areas of these proposals which, if they are 

accepted, you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 8.1: Do you consider that it is appropriate to allow sponsors to 

product place in programmes they are sponsoring? If not, please explain why. 

Question 8.2: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposal that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 8.3: Please identify any areas of this proposal which, if it is accepted, 

you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 9.1: Do you consider it is appropriate to replace the rule requiring 

sponsorship arrangements to be transparent with a requirement that all 

sponsorship credits include a clear statement informing the audience of the 

sponsorship arrangement? (See proposed Rule 9.22). If not, please explain 

why. 

Question 9.2: Do you consider it is appropriate to amend those rules requiring 

sponsorship credits to be separated from editorial and advertising, to rules 

requiring that credits must be distinct from editorial and advertising? (See 

proposed Rules 9.23 and 9.24). If not, please explain why. 

Question 9.3: Do you consider the drafting of proposed Rules 9.22, 9.23 and 

9.24 is appropriate? If not, please explain why, and suggest drafting changes 

were appropriate. 



Question 9.4: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposals that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence to support 

these, wherever possible. 

Question 9.5: Please identify any areas of these proposals which, if it is 

accepted, you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 10.1: Do you consider that it is appropriate for sponsorship credits 

to be broadcast during programmes? (See proposed Rule 9.25). If not, please 

explain why. 

Question 10.2: Do you agree that sponsorship credits shown during 

programmes should not coincide with sponsor references (product placement) 

within the programme? (See proposed Rule 9.29). If not, please explain why. 

Question 10.3: Do you consider the drafting of proposed Rules 9.25 and 9.29 is 

appropriate? If not, please explain why, and suggest drafting changes, where 

appropriate. 

Question 10.4: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposal that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence to support 

these, wherever possible. 

Question 10.5: Please identify any areas of these proposals which, if they are 

accepted, you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 11.1: Do you consider that it is appropriate to limit the content of 

sponsorship credits broadcast during programmes? (See proposed Rule 9.27). 

If not, please explain why. 

Question 11.2: Do you agree that sponsorship credits broadcast during 

programmes should not conflict with product placement restrictions? (See 

proposed Rule 9.28). If not, please explain why. 

Question 11.3: Do you consider the drafting of proposed Rules 9.27 and 9.28 is 

appropriate? If not, please explain why, and suggest drafting changes, where 

appropriate. 

Question 11.4: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposals that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence to support 

these, wherever possible. 

Question 11.5: Please identify any areas of these proposals which, if they are 

accepted, you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 



Question 12.1: Do you agree with the proposed revisions to the principles? If 

not, please explain why, and suggest drafting changes, where appropriate. 

Question 12.2: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposals that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 13.1: Do you consider that the proposed Rule 9.2 requiring that 

there is distinction between editorial content and advertising is appropriate? 

If not, please explain why, and suggest drafting changes, where appropriate. 

Question 13.2: Please identify any potential impacts of Ofcom’s proposal that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 13.3: Please identify any areas of this proposal which, if it is 

accepted, you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 14.1: Do you consider it is appropriate to include a rule prohibiting 

surreptitious advertising? If not, please explain why. 

Question 14.2: Do you consider that the wording of the proposed rule and 

meaning is appropriate? (see proposed Rule 9.3). If not, please explain why, 

and suggest drafting changes, where appropriate. 

Question 14.3: Please identify any potential impacts of the proposed rule that 

you consider should be taken into account, and provide evidence, wherever 

possible. 

Question 14.4: Please identify any areas of this proposal which, if it is 

accepted, you consider Ofcom should issue guidance on. 

Question 15.1: Do you consider that it is appropriate to remove the virtual 

advertising rule? If not, please explain why. 

Question 15.2: Please identify any potential impacts of the proposed removal 

of the virtual advertising rule that you consider should be taken into account, 

and provide evidence, wherever possible. 

Question 16.1: Do you agree that the explicit requirements of the AVMS 

Directive and the Act are reflected appropriately in the proposed rules for 

product placement, as set out in Part 4? If not, please explain why and suggest 

drafting changes, if appropriate. 



Question 16.2: Are there any other relevant matters you consider that Ofcom 

should take into account in this Review? If so, please provide details, with 

supporting evidence, wherever possible. 

Question 16.3: Do you wish to suggest an alternative approach to the 

regulation of product placement, and its impact on sponsorship, and other 

rules in the revised Section Nine of the Code? If so please outline your 

proposals, which must comply with the Communications Act 2003 (as 

amended by The Audiovisual Media Services (Product Placement) 

Regulations 2010), the AVMS Directive, Article 10 of the European 

Convention on Human Rights and Schedule 1 of The Consumer Protection 

from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008. : 

Question 16.4: Do you agree that the revised Section Nine of the Code should 

come into force on the same date it is published by Ofcom? If not, please 

explain why. 

Question 16.5: If you would prefer that the revised Section Nine of the Code 

does not come into force at the time it is published, to allow a period of 

preparation/ implementation, how long would you prefer this period to be? 

Please give reasoning. : 

 

 

 

 


